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Abstract—With the arrival of the era of big data,
recommendation algorithm has become a hot research field in
internet life and social business. However, the traditional
recommendation algorithms have problems of cold start, scoring
matrix data sparse, affecting the accuracy of recommendation.
This paper proposes a hybrid recommendation algorithm based
on the SVD (singular value decomposition) and Slope One
algorithm, experiments results show that the algorithm proposed
by this paper has superior performance compared with the
traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm.

also the most severe problem encountered in collaborative
filtering algorithm, which will greatly affect the accuracy of the
recommendation system. Cold start problem is one of the
common problems encountered in practical application.
According to the principle of the collaborative filtering
algorithm, it finds out the similar users by analyzing the
historical information of them. We can foresee that when a new
user or a new item join the recommendation system,
collaborative filtering algorithm can’t find the user’s similar
users due to the new one which has not established contact to
other elements.
To solve these problems, this paper puts forward a kind of
hybrid recommendation mechanism based on singular value de
composition and Slope One. Experimental results show that the
recommendation accuracy and quality are improved by the
integration of two efficient algorithms.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet led people in the 21st
century into the era of big data. Under this background, the
internet life has produced large amounts of data. Whether it is
shopping, learning, entertainment, data redundancy always
makes people hard to obtain information quickly and
efficiently. With the emergence of recommendation algorithm,
this problem has been greatly improved [1].Recommendation
algorithm has important application value, which is not only a
challenging research topic in computer field, but also attracted
many researchers from many fields, such as mathematics,
physics, cognition, artificial intelligence, management,
marketing etc.
Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is the
most classic and popular one,. The traditional collaborative
filtering algorithm can be divided into content-based
collaborative filtering and item-based collaborative filtering.
The basic assumption of the collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithm is that it can be recommended to
the user by finding the attractive content according to the user's
preference. Based on the similarity of the target users and its
neighbor users, it makes prediction of target users in the
recommended object preference[2].
Although the collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm has achieved excellent effect and great success, it
still exists some problems, such as cold start, scoring sparse
matrix[3]. In fact, whether the e-commerce website or the movie
recommendation site, they provide millions kinds of products.
Most of the users are not likely to give an evaluation of most
products, only 1% or less of the goods have been evaluated. As
a result, this leads to the most common problem in a
recommendation system, data sparse problem. Data sparse is
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II.

SLOPE ONE ALGORITHM

Slope One algorithm is a prediction algorithm based on the
score, it is one of the collaborative filtering algorithms.
Professor Daniel Lemire put forward the algorithm in 2005.
The principle idea of it comes from a simple linear model

(1)
the constant b in the formula represents the average
difference between the two items[3,5].
According to the b from antecedent formula we can use it
to predict the score of the new item. Suppose user Us’s rating
for item I i and item Ij is Rsi and Rsj; user Ut’s rating for item I i is
Rti, and user Ut’s rating for item Ij remains unknown, we mark
it as Rtj .
TABLE I.
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According to the linear regression, the traditional Slope
One algorithm shows that

Rtj=(Rsj-Rsi)+Rti.

(2)
(7)

(3)
Hence,

R represents scoring matrix, decomposed into an
orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal matrix S and an orthogonal
matrix V. Intuitively, the singular values in S are “weighting
factors” for U and V[6,7].

(4)

where the n is the number of the items in the collection of
is the average value of error from the
the score, and the
formula(1) as b.
represents the prediction score[8].
III.

The value of each element in diagonal matrix S decreases,
these elements show the change weight of the direction of the
eigenvector corresponding to the feature vector. Here, we keep
K largest elements, and produce a restructuring matrix of S k[10].
Accordingly, we have restructuring matrix of Uk and Vk in the
same way.

WEIGHTED S LOPE O NE ALGORITHM

If we only consider about the scoring error of two items, o
bviously it makes the prediction results inaccurate .100 users of
an item score and 1000 users for its score generated by the
proportion of influence is apparently not the same. More users
evaluate a project, its score will be more representative[3,4].
Therefore, people improve the traditional Slope One algorithm
by weighted.

From formula(5), we have

(8)
Hence, we now have got a matrix R k which is a Similarity
matrix of R and its rank is k. R k will take place of R as a new
scoring matrix.

(5)

V.
The weighted slope one algorithm has the following
advantages:
a) The algorithm is not complicated. It is easy to
implement because of the simple process. There is no need to
call too many modules, which may affect the system.

A. Pearson Correlation Coefficient
In the recommendation system, there are many ways to
calculate the similarity of users. This paper takes Pearson
Correlation Coefficient.
It is a linear regression model in statics, it can measure
linear relationship between two vectors [2].

b) High efficiency query response. Based on the
proposed algorithm, the recommendation system runs fast and
can respond to users' requests immediately.

(9)

c) Reasonable accuracy. The slope one algorithm
performs better than the traditional collaborative filtering
algorithm.
IV.

USER SIMILARITY

Here, n represents the user set, R ui represents the score of
item i from user u, R u is the average value of them. Similarly,
Rvi and R v represent the corresponding value.

SVD (SINGLE V ALUE DECOMPOSITION)

Generally, recommendation system keeps a very sparse
rating matrix. Multi-dimensional sparse matrix can reduce
data sparseness degree by dimension reduction. Matrix
decomposition method is a commonly used matrix dimension
reduction method, and it also has the function of data noise
filtering. Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) is a commonly
used matrix decomposition technique which can effectively
extract matrix eigenvalue, reveal the internal structure of the
matrix, and also avoid excessive sparse data in a certain
degree .

VI. SVD-WEIGHTED S LOPE ONE ALGORITHM
In order to solve the problem of the sparsity of the scoring
matrix and improve the efficiency of the algorithm, this paper
puts forward a hybrid recommendation algorithm based on
SVD and slope one (SVD-Weighted Slope One algorithm).
The algorithm can be described as follows:
A. Input scoring matrix R.

[11]

B. Reduce the dimensionality of R by formula(5), which is
mentioned as single value decomposition.

SVD divides a m×n matrix R into 3 matrices.

(6)
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C. Determine the value of k, then we get three matrix as Uk ,
Sk ,Vk T. After calculation, we have a new similar matrix of R.

B. evaluation criterion

D. The similarity between users can be calculated by
improved Pearson Correlation Coefficient in formula (8).

RMSE is the evaluation criteria for the Netflix
competition. The smaller the RMSE value, the higher the
accuracy of the algorithm.

1) RMSE(root mean squared error)

E. Dynamically select the number of user neighbors, and
constitute a neighbor matrix.
F. We obtain the forecast result according to the weighted
Slope-One algorithm.

(10)
n represents the number of the items in the collection of
the score, rui represents users’ actual score for the items, and
the r’ui represents users’ predictive score for the items.
2) MAE(mean absolute error)
At present, among the recommended quality evaluation
criteria of recommendation algorithms, the most commonly
used is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). It judges the
accuracy of algorithm by calculating the deviation between the
predictive interest of the user to an item and the real interest[9].
Set the actual score set for {q1,q2,…,qN}, predictive score set
for{p1,p2,…,pN}, then the MAE can be defined as

(11)
C. Experiment and result analysis
Firstly, we divided the entire data set into the training set
and the test set according to the ratio of 80% and 20%. In this
paper, the SVD-Weighted Slope one algorithm is compared to
User-CF, Slope One algorithm and Weighted Slope One
algorithm.

Figure 1. sketch map of the hybrid algorithm

VII. EXPERIMENT
To verify the performance of the hybrid algorithm, we
implement the algorithm with python language in the
environment of IDEL and MATLAB2010b.
A. Experimental data set
The experimental data is the standard data set Movielens
which is collected and established by the GroupLens research
group of University of Minnesota. As a movie data set for
product research, it contains more than 18326 of users
together with their score for almost 9261 of movies. The
evaluation is divided into 1 to 5 points, the higher the score,
the higher the user’s evaluation of the movie. Data sets
includes user information, movie information and score
information.
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Figure 2.
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MAE values of 4 algorithms under different k
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To investigate the effect of the training set size on the
performance of the hybrid algorithm, we divided the data set
into different proportions of test set and training set. From
Fig.3 and Fig.5, we can see that the MAE value and RMSE
value decrease rapidly with the growth of the training set
proportion.
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Figure 5. Influence of training set size on RMSE value

Figure 3. Influence of training set size on MAE value

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

1.2

Nowadays, the development of the recommendation
algorithm is becoming more and more mature. Whether it is
based on the content, based on the item or the user, each
direction of the algorithm research has made great progress.
This paper presents a new hybrid algorithm based on Slope
One and Singular Value Decomposition algorithm aiming at
the problem of sparse matrix data. For the characteristics of the
two algorithms, we fuse them to produce a new one. According
to the experiment analysis, the algorithm can improve the
quality of recommendation.
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